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NUS NATIONAL CONFERENCE MOTION – MAKE POLICY ACCESSIBLE TO IMPROVE DEMOCRACY 
 

Student Council voted to send the below motion to the NUS National Conference 2017. 

 

Conference Believes 

1. The NUS100 Manifesto states that by the end of 2022 the NUS wishes to “create a more effective 

and democratic way of working with students and students’ unions”, “Use digital channels more 

effectively”, and “Be innovative and nimble so we can generate resources and deliver our 

mission”1. 

2. That the NUS 2016 National Conference passed a motion entitled “Let’s make policy more 

accessible, relevant and democratic” which focused on increasing transparency in relation to 

lapsing policy2. 

3. Currently Live Policy for the organisation is only available through a series of pdf documents. 

4. It is not uncommon for these document to be large in size, with the policy documents for the NEC 

and the LGBT+ campaign both being over 100 pages. 

5. In total, all current live policy as of February 2017 covers in excess of 800 pages3. 

 

This Union Believes 

1. Many live policies are titled with undescriptive or even joke names. This makes it difficult to 

search through policy documents to see if certain issues have already been addressed. 

2. There is currently no way to search through every piece of NUS policy at once. 

3. That presenting policy in such a manner acts as a barrier to engagement. 

4. There is a need to modernise how NUS policy is presented. 

5. That any attempt to improve NUS democracy will be undermined by the current state of policy 

presentation. 

6. A better way of presenting live policy is needed where people are able to search through all 

policies via themes, keywords, conferences, zones, etc. 

 

This Union Resolves 

1. For the NUS to create a new online database for presenting all current live policy for the 

organisation. 

2. The system should focus on being user friendly. 

3. At the least users should be able to refine searches via keywords, themes, conferences, zones, 

and campaigns. 

                                                           
1 http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/shape-our-work/project-100 
2 http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/shape-our-work/resources/agm-live-policy-2014-17 
3 http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/shape-our-work/how-we-work/our-policies 
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4. The system should be built to be future proof so additional services can be added to this new 

policy platform, such has the ability to log and track actions that have taken place on individual 

pieces of policy. 

5. Once this system is complete NUS should look into the possibility of offering it to Student Unions’ 

through UnionCloud.  


